
NATIONAL SOCIALISM IS THE DIRECT OPPOSITE OF COMMUNISM 

BETWEEN 

NATIONAL SOCIALISM AND COMMUNISM 
( AMERICAN NAZI PARTY) ( MARXIST SOCIALISM) 

National Socialism is primarily the belief in RACE! 
National Socialists (Nazis) believe that the various 
races of the earth differ in intelligence and ability to 
create and invent. 
American Nazis believe that White people are the 
most gifted people and therefore the most superior 
Race on earth. Civilization, society, economy, etc., 
succeed or fail according to RACE! American Nazis 
advocate America for Whites! Africa for Blacks! 
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Communism DOES NOT recognize Race. Commun
ists (Marxist Socialists) believe in the myth that all 
Races on earth are the same and are equal. 
Communists believe in integration and they push 
race-mixing. 
Communism is rapidly winning the active suppart of 
the non-whites of the earth who outnumber White 
People by seven to one I 

National Socialists believe in the right of private 
property.American Nazis strongly believe that every 
man should have the right to own property. 

PRIVATE .. ~ 
Communism DOES NOT believe in private property. 
Communists believe that the State ( Government) 
should own everything, including ALL property. PROPEITY 
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FREE American Nazis believe in FREE ENTERPRISE - the 
right to produce and earn all that a man is capable 
of. National Socialism believes in the right of an in
dividual to own and operate a business. ENTERPRISE 

Communism is against Free Enterprise. Communists 
believe the state should own and control ALL means 
of production. Communism DOES NOT permit indi
vidual ownership of a business. Life under Commun
ism can be compared to life in an ant-hill or bee-hive. 

The American Nazi Party believes in the U.S. Con
stitution. Nazis seek office through the vote. Ameri
can Nazis DO NOT believe in dictatorship. Nazis are 
not subversive because we do not advocate the violent 
overthrow of the government. All American Nazis are 
U.S. Citizens. 

THE KIND OF "SOCIALISM" 
U.S. NAZIS BELIEVE IN ... 
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Listed above are the BASIC DIFFERENCES between 
National Socialism and Communism. There are many 
more differences. Many ill-informed people make the 
mistake of associating Nazis with Communists. This 
is a serious mistake, usually the result of not being 
well informed on the subjects. 

Some people believe Nazis and Communists are the 
same because both use the word "socialist". The kind 
of "socialism" that the American Nazi Party believes 
in is very different than the kind of "socialism" that 
the Communists advocate. American Nazis believe in 
the kind of "socialism" that is necessary for the sur
vival of society such as the Police Departments, Fire 
Dept., Army, Public Health Service, etc., which are in
deed "SOCIALIST" establishments because they are 
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Communism seeks to overthrow the U.S. system of 
government. No Communist government was ever 
elected to power. All Communist systems have come 
to power by violent means of revolution and have all 
established dictatorships to maintain their system. 

owned by all the people and are for the benefit of all 
the people and can never be owned or entrusted to any 
one individual. 
Without the above types of "socialism", our nation and 
society as we know it, would cease to exist. 
American Nazis also believe in the welfare of the 
people. We firmly believe that every productive work
ing man and woman, and their children, should be 
protected from all economic catastrophes which they 
are unable to control or surmount through no fault of 
their own. 
Any man or woman who has contributed to society 
through their labor or by other productive means, de
serves to be cared for by that society in time of need 
and in old age when elderly people can no longer care 
for themselves. 

Care of elderly citizens is a form of acknowledgement, 
or reward, for what an elderly person has contributed 
to society in their productive years. 
The care of our White brothers and sisters in time of 
need is essential to the survival of our people and our 
society. ALL White People belong to the same family, 


